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Abstract

While high quality gold standard anno-
tated corpora are crucial for most tasks
in natural language processing, many an-
notated corpora published in recent years,
created by annotators or tools, contains
noisy annotations. These corpora can be
viewed as more silver than gold stan-
dards, even if they are used in evaluation
campaigns or to compare systems’ perfor-
mances. As upgrading a silver corpus to
gold level is still a challenge, we explore
the application of active learning tech-
niques to detect errors using four datasets
designed for document classification and
part-of-speech tagging.

Our results show that the proposed method
for the seeding step improves the chance
of finding incorrect annotations by a factor
of 2.73 when compared to random selec-
tion, a 14.71% increase from the baseline
methods. Our query method provides an
increase in the error detection precision on
average by a factor of 1.78 against random
selection, an increase of 61.82% compared
to other query approaches.

1 Introduction

As machine learning is increasingly predominant
in natural language processing tasks, the need for
annotated data, and more specifically linguistic
annotations, intensify greatly. Tasks like bias de-
tection, named entity detection (NER) and recog-
nition, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, semantic
role labeling, assessment evaluation in discourse,
dependency parsing and sentiment analysis can all
be modeled as machine learning problems. They
require a large amount of human annotated infor-
mation to enrich raw textual resources. Creating

large annotated resources for these tasks requires a
lot of time and effort to insure a carefully planned
and well-defined annotation protocol, obtain and
encode expert knowledge, do curation steps and so
on. Even when using highly qualified human an-
notators, errors can always make their way into the
final annotated corpus. Another way to obtain an-
notations is to apply existing state-of-the-art algo-
rithms (also trained on previously annotated data)
on a raw corpus.

While some researchers publish new versions of
their hard earned annotated resources based on the
feedback obtained from users, others often have
to set them aside to work on other projects and
resources, leaving the corpora with their original
errors. One way to improve these resources with-
out the same level of effort would be to reannotate
them using an active learning process to quickly
find errors and discrepancies and resubmit them to
expert annotators.

This article relates an experiment which ex-
plores the potential application of active learning
for corpus reannotation, which context is detailed
in Section 2 with related works listed in Section 3.
Two new approaches and multiple baselines are
then explained in Section 4, followed by the list
of datasets used (Section 5) and the experiments
combining all these elements (Section 6). We then
comment on the experiment (Section 7) and close
with a review of the work done and some future
works in the final section.

2 Context

This section gives an overview of the two main as-
pects of this research, namely corpus reannotation
and active learning, with their challenges and pos-
sibilities. The current work is at the crossroad of
these two topics.
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2.1 Corpus Reannotation

The errors present in annotated corpora can have
many sources. They can be simple typographical
errors created during transcription or from the be-
gining on uncurated information. On a higher cog-
nitive level, another frequent cause of error is an-
notators’ discrepancies over expert knowledge, in
which disagreement over labels are not solved in
a consistent way. Protocol inconsistencies are yet
another source of noise in annotated corpora, of-
ten encountered when unforeseen cases fail to be
brought to light, managed, or added to the proto-
col. Moreover, there is also all the possible causes
from the annotator side, like misunderstanding the
protocol, errors caused by fatigue, solving ambi-
guities with the most favorable case instead of re-
porting it, and many others. All these issues can
diminish the quality of the annotations.

The nature of an annotation task can also influ-
ence the risk of generating errors. Intuitively, fine-
grained classifications are often considered more
error-prone than those with a small number of
class values. This can be attributed to fuzzy fron-
tiers between close-by values, overlapping values
(i.e. choosing between ”entertainer” and ”come-
dian”) or failing to recall a specific classification
option in a very large set of values.

Errors might also occur based on the interpreta-
tion of different annotators on the same case. This
can be the case in named entity classification tasks,
when an occurrence can be considered both an or-
ganization and a location (i.e. “I went to register at
the office of University X”). These are edge cases
that are often overlooked in annotation protocols
and might result in inconsistencies in the final an-
notated corpus.

A silver standard corpus (Rebholz-Schuhmann
et al., 2010) is usually defined as a noisy set of
ground truth annotations provided automatically
by state-of-the-art algorithms, while gold labels
are the higher quality annotations created by ex-
pert annotators. The silver labels are normally pro-
duced manually by human agents, but can also be
obtained automatically by tools or trained predic-
tion models. Of course, the gold labels might still
contain some degree of noise, but they are consid-
ered of better overall quality than the silver ver-
sion.

Corpus reannotation can be a tedious undertak-
ing, as it not only requires the same expert domain
knowledge to correct the annotations, but also a

deep understanding of the original protocol, often
created by another team. It may also require to
modify the protocol or classification values, and
also require an additional effort of the annotators
to assess if they are not creating more errors when
modifying an original answer. For all these rea-
sons, it is important to explore ways by which
some of the effort might be lowered, such as the
application of active learning on noisy corpora.

2.2 Active Learning

Active learning (Cohn et al., 1996) has been used
to lower the annotation effort needed to train a
prediction model in natural language processing
tasks. It traditionally involves a dialogue between
one (or more) human annotator(s) and a machine
learning algorithm, the former being proficient at
annotating instances that the latter is providing
based on relevance measures. The process can be
split into three distinct steps.

The first one, called seeding, is where the al-
gorithm must choose instances without being able
to rely on any annotation from the expert. The
chosen instances are submitted to be annotated
by the expert. This starts the second and longest
step, the querying phase. The active learning en-
gine iterates between training a prediction model
with the gold values (training set) from the ex-
pert, choosing new instances relevant to training
a better model, submitting them to the expert and
adding the expert’s answers back into the training
set. The third step, stopping, is applied after each
training of the querying phase. It checks if there
is enough information in the model to annotate the
rest of the corpus automatically so that the anno-
tation can stop. A bad stopping criterion might
overfit the model, lowering its predictive power.

One challenge of active learning is to balance
between specializing the classification on known
cases (for example, annotation errors), thus im-
proving the performance for current classes, or ex-
ploring the problem space to find unknown but rel-
evant instances that could improve the overall per-
formance of the model.

The goal of the current experiment is not to pro-
duce the best prediction model, but to explore if
the reannotation effort on a corpus can be reduced
by using the active learning process with different
algorithms. These algorithms should not target the
most informative instances for a prediction model,
but instead choose those that are more likely to be
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errors. If successful, the model should then be able
to extract more errors as it progresses.

3 Related Works

While different flavors of reannotation have been
used for natural language processing tasks on text
corpora, the work of (Rehbein and Ruppenhofer,
2017) is the most similar to our contribution from
an error finding perspective with active learning.
They evaluate the query-by-committee (QBC) and
variational inference (VI) active learning methods
to perform error detection on part-of-speech tag-
ging and named entity recognition (NER) tasks.
These approaches were tested in four contexts: in-
domain (same type of training and testing data) on
English POS, out-domain (different training and
testing) on English POS, new task and language
on German NER, and real-world context with hu-
man annotators on POS task. After 1,000 iter-
ations, the VI approach generally gives a better
noise reduction than QBC. While the POS task is
similar to the one used in our experiment (although
on a different language), the NER task uses only
4 class values (location, organization, person and
miscellaneous) while documents in our classifica-
tion task can be categorized into a high number of
types. They do not specify the experimental seed-
ing methods used to choose the first examples.

Another similar research is Skeppstedt (2013)
which uses active learning with two sources of
tools generated annotation in order to tag and clas-
sify named entities in Swedish clinical text docu-
ments. The challenge of combining multiple pre-
annotated sources and active learning is to provide
the right quality of information. If the sources
are too noisy, the task will be more difficult and
unreliable. On the other hand, providing high-
quality sources might lower the attention and inter-
est of the annotators. The proposed method tries to
overcome these two points by showing the sources
without specifying which one is most likely to be
correct. No performance evaluation was done for
the proposed approach.

Other experiments make usage of preanno-
tated information without applying active learning
methods, like (Chou et al., 2006) who use a se-
mantic role labeling tool trained on PropBank to
pretag a biomedical corpus called BioProp. Af-
ter the automatic annotation step, a human annota-
tor manually checks the silver values and corrects
them as needed. Other reannotation efforts may be

conducted by adding human resources to the task
to distribute the effort among multiple users. This
is the proposition made in (Hovy et al., 2014) by
applying crowd sourced reannotation. In the same
multiuser settings, (Lin et al., 2016) propose an ap-
proach to reannotate labels by integrating another
human oracle in order to improve the quality of the
annotations.

4 Methods

In order to improve noise detection, we focus on
the seeding and querying steps of the active learn-
ing process. As the goal is to facilitate annotation
of incorrect annotation, and not to create a predic-
tion model per se, we did not explore the stopping
phase. The following sections detail the baselines
as well as the new methods used for the experi-
ments in Section 6.

4.1 Seeding Methods

The seeding method’s main goal from a reannota-
tion perspective is to provide the highest error ra-
tio for the budgeted seed size. This contrasts with
a usual active learning task which is to find the
most informational instances to annotate in order
to improve the model’s performances.

To capitalize on the silver classification infor-
mation, we used outlier detection methods sepa-
rately on each unique silver value. Our hypothe-
sis for this is that most of the annotations should
be of good quality, although noisy, meaning that
clustering the instances for a single silver value
should produce one or many clusters of correctly
classified instances. A large enough dataset should
then provide a cluster for each valid manifestation
(depending on the features used) of a silver value.
As the clusters represent valid cases, the outliers
should represent either rare cases or, ideally, noisy
labels which should be reannotated by the expert.

For each silver value of a corpus, a random in-
stance was chosen in the detected outliers, to test
the hypothesis that they should mostly be incor-
rectly annotated cases.

Four other outlier detection methods were
tested as baselines to assess their performances
and compare them to the above method. These are
not normally used in the seeding phase and they
do not consider the presence of a silver value in
the feature set. The first is the one-class SVM
(Schölkopf et al., 2001) which trains a support
vector machine with a radial basis kernel function
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and returns the lowest supported instances in a dis-
tribution.

The local outlier factor (Breunig et al., 2000)
computes the local deviation of density for an in-
stance with its closest neighbors using a k-nearest
approach. If the local density of the close-by in-
stances is significantly higher, the instance is con-
sidered an outlier and is selected for human anno-
tation.

The isolation forest algorithm (Liu et al., 2008)
detects outliers by selecting the most isolated in-
stance of a randomly selected feature set and split
point in the value range. These splits are then pro-
jected into a tree structure and the average path
length to an instance gives its degree of isolation,
choosing the highest degree of isolation as the best
potential instance to annotate.

Finally, the covariance detector (Rousseeuw
and Driessen, 1999) uses a Gaussian distribution
around the density cluster to assess the degree to
which an instance might be part of that cluster.

4.2 Querying Methods

The proposed double centroid approach is based
on the hypothesis that an annotator, either human
or tool, tend to produce similar types of errors
through the annotation process. The source of
these types could be the inability to differentiate
between two classes, unknown terminology, etc.

The method first use density-based clustering to
group together newly annotated instances from the
seeding or previous querying steps. It is applied
once on erroneous instances, where the silver and
new gold values did not match, and once on non-
erroneous instances, where the silver and new gold
values matched. This gives multiple clusters con-
taining either noisy (Cn) or matching (Cm) anno-
tations.

rank(l) =

∣∣∣∣∣
Cn∑
i=1

|Ci|
dist(l, Ci)2

−
Cm∑
j=1

|Cj |
dist(l, Cj)2

∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

As shown in equation 1, for each silver in-
stance l that was not yet picked for relabeling,
a weighted squared distance dist(l, C)2 is calcu-
lated separately against each cluster centroid. The
weight used is the cluster cardinality |C|, so that
nearer and larger clusters have more influence on
an instance. These weighted distances are then
summed up with opposing values, in this case Cn

clusters having a positive influence and Cm having

a negative one. The algorithm then selects those
that have the highest value, following the hypoth-
esis that they would be similar to known errors.

Other methods often applied in a standard ac-
tive learning process have also been used as a basis
of comparison with the proposed method, namely
distance to centroid, cosine similarity, hierarchi-
cal clustering and margin query.

Distance to centroid calculates a density center
point (centroid) from each instance of a specific
gold value asked from the expert annotator. Each
instance is then checked against each centroid and
the ones which are furthest from all points are se-
lected.

The cosine similarity works in a similar way as
the previous method but uses the cosine between
the instance and the centroids to assess the prox-
imity.

Hierarchical clustering also uses the distance
to clusters as a degree of uncertainty to choose
ambiguous instances, but goes one step further
by splitting these instances to choose only those
which are the most different from one another.
This usually helps to provide a better sample to
annotate and avoid ambiguous but very similar in-
stances.

Margin query chooses the instances with the
smallest difference between the most probable
predicted class and the second most probable.

5 Datasets

For this experiment, we used a total of four
datasets, two targeting a document classification
task and two for a text sequence classification task
on part-of-speech tags.

As there were no publicly available manually
corrected datasets, and correcting an existing one
would have been too time consuming for the scope
of this project, we simulated the noise level by ap-
plying a classification tool to each manually anno-
tated corpus. They are each presented in the fol-
lowing sections and Table 1 shows the size and
error rate for each of them. The error rate is calcu-
lated by dividing the number of errors in the silver
standard (compared to the gold standard) by the
total number of elements. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 de-
scribe how the noise was generated for each cor-
pus to calculate the error rate.
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Corpus Size Error rate
Reuters 9,149 docs 0.0941
WoS 46,985 docs 0.3916
GSD-French 402,120 words 0.1015
Sequoia 70,572 words 0.1080

Table 1: Corpus size (documents or words) and
error rate.

5.1 WOS-46895

The WOS corpus (Kowsari, Kamran et al., 2018)
contains 46,985 documents in English taken from
the Web of Science website. Each document con-
tains the abstract from a published scientific paper.
These documents were picked from the fields of
psychology, medical sciences, biochemistry, com-
puter science and three specialization of engineer-
ing. While each document is only classified in a
single topic, terminology coverage of some topics
overlaps with others, such as between biochem-
istry and medical sciences.

Each topic is further broken down into 134 spe-
cialized areas, varying from 9 to 53 areas for each
topic. While this dataset was primarily created
for hierarchical classification, we only used the
134 areas (the second layer of classification) for
the purpose of this research.

5.2 Reuters

The Reuters-21578 corpus (Lewis, 2004) is com-
posed of 10,788 English documents consolidated
for the text classification challenge of docu-
ment understanding conference (DUC). There are
90 categories in the corpus. However, that dataset
was originally used for multi-class classification.
To use it for our research, we extracted only
the articles having a single class and kept only
the classes that appeared more than once in the
dataset. The final dataset is made of 9,149 in-
stances across 56 categories like acq and earn.
The labels’ distribution is heavily skewed as two
of these classes make up 75% of the dataset in-
stances.

5.3 French-GSD

We used the French portion of the GSD corpus
(McDonald et al., 2013), version 2.2 at the time of
writing. We merged the three parts (dev, train, test)
into a single corpus consisting of 402,426 words
(16,448 sentences). While it is fully tagged with
dependence trees, we only retained the 17 univer-

sal dependency-based part-of-speech tags from the
open class (ADJ, ADV, INTJ, etc.), the closed class
(ADP, AUX, CCONJ, DET, etc.) and the other
class (PUNCT, SYM, X). The feature set for each
instance included the token’s position in the sen-
tence, surface form, lemma, length, presence of
space after the token and case type (capitalized,
all capital letters or mixed case).

5.4 Sequoia
The Sequoia corpus (Candito and Seddah, 2012)
contains 3,099 French sentences (70,572 tokens)
taken from different corpora such as Europarl,
L’Est Republicain newspaper, French Wikipedia
and European Medicine Agency. It has initially
been annotated with constituency trees and then
converted to surface syntactic dependency trees.
In our experiment, we only classified the part-of-
speech (POS) information. The feature set was the
same as the French-GSD corpus.

5.5 POS Processing and Vectorisation
The GSD and Sequoia corpora were initially
tagged manually with universal part-of-speech
tags1 which we used as the gold standard. While
dependency information was widely available in
the original corpus, we removed them as they
would not be available in a raw text corpus with-
out applying a high quality dependency analyzer.
We kept morphological features as listed in Sec-
tion 5.3.

In order to create a silver version of the dataset,
each token was automatically reannotated with
TreeTagger (Schmid, 1997) to provide a new set
of tags. These tags were then converted to the uni-
versal part-of-speech tagset to make them compa-
rable with the original corpus tags.

These corpora were then vectorized to be pro-
cessable by the classification algorithms, project-
ing the information of each instance in a feature
space. The feature set was also enriched for each
instance with the information from the last five to-
kens and the next five tokens. The sentence bound-
aries were respected, so that the first token in a
sentence would only get the next five tokens, the
second token would get the previous token and the
next five, and so on. As the algorithms used cannot
deal with nominal data, each feature was one-hot
encoded. Once encoded, each dataset contained
1,156 features including the silver annotation.

1https://universaldependencies.org/u/
pos/

https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/
https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/
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5.6 Classification Preprocessing and
Vectorisation

The text documents in the WOS and Reuters cor-
pora were stemmed using Porter stemmer (Porter,
1997) and had their stop words removed. In or-
der to simulate silver level annotations, the cor-
pora were vectorized and annotated using a five-
parts iteration. In other words, the corpus was split
into five batches containing 20% of the corpus, a
model was trained on the gold values of 80% of
the corpus, recreating a new model to annotate the
remaining 20%, and a different batch was swapped
to be annotated each time.

The two corpora were then vectorized with two
word embeddings methods, fastText (Bojanowski
et al., 2016), Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013),
and the tf-idf (Salton and McGill, 1986) statisti-
cal method. The feature set size of the output
vector from each method, either produced with
neural networks or statistical measure, was set to
1,000 features.

Corpus Method F1
Reuters fastText 0.87

Word2vec 0.88
tf-idf3 0.91

WOS-46895 fasttext 0.59
Word2vec 0.57
tf-idf3 0.61

Table 2: Performances of vectorization methods.

To see which one provided the best expressiv-
ity with its features, the vectors for each corpus
were evaluated with ten-fold validation using lo-
gistic regression as the passive learning algorithm.
The results in Table 2 show the performances for
each vectorization method on each corpus. While
the results are quite close to one another, the statis-
tical tf-idf method using unigrams to trigrams (Tf-
idf3) provides higher results on all datasets. For
this reason, we use the feature set provided by this
method for the experiments.

6 Experiment

6.1 Seeding Experiment

We use the error rate of the corpus (as previously
reported in Table 1) as a random baseline for seed-
ing, which is the equivalent of making a random
selection. As studied in (Hu et al., 2010), most of
the papers either use this type of seeding method

for active learning, choose a fixed number of in-
stances from each target class value (knowledge
that would not be accessible in a real world set-
ting) or simply fail to mention the method.

The methods described in the previous section
were run 100 times to smooth out the randomness
effect of some outlier selection methods. It also
helped to show if most of the outliers were in fact
valid errors to be detected. Each chosen outlier
was then compared to the gold value to verify if
it was an error or a valid annotation. The num-
ber of unique silver values were not scaled down
to a specific seed size so as to provide an overall
measure of performance.

As some clustering methods do not scale well
with large datasets, we applied a feature reduc-
tion algorithm on each dataset. We used a random
forest (Breiman, 2001) estimator using 100 trees,
building each one with a random subset of fea-
tures from the dataset, evaluating the relevance
of each feature and discarding the less meaning-
ful ones. The Sequoia and French-GSD corpora
were respectively reduced to 261 and 223 features,
while 250 and 334 features were retained from the
Reuters and WOS-46895 corpora. The silver an-
notation was used as the relevance indicator for
this process instead of the gold which would not
be available in a real setting.

The results presented in Table 3 show an im-
provement across all methods compared to base-
line performances. The error rate column is aver-
aged from all the results in the experimental runs.
The gain is the ratio between the average error rate
and the baseline performance from Table 1 (error
rate column) using a random selection or a stan-
dard seeding method.

While all seeding methods provide an improve-
ment compared to the baseline, the local outlier
factor method seems the most promising when as-
sessed from the average gain global score over all
corpora. Performances on the WOS corpus were
not favored by any of the four methods and were
just marginally better with the local outlier factor.

6.2 Querying Experiment

The four baseline methods detailed in Section 4
were applied to each vectorized corpus for the doc-
ument classification and POS tagging tasks. To
avoid boosting the performance of the error seek-
ing query method, we did not use the previous
approaches for seeding. Instead we randomly se-
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Method Measure Reuters WoS Sequoia French-GSD Average gain
SVM EDP 0.3576 0.4346 0.1429 0.2938

Gain 3.80 1.11 1.32 2.89 2.28

Covariance EDP 0.3606 0.4331 0.1786 0.2971
Gain 3.83 1.11 1.65 2.93 2.38

Isolation EDP 0.3424 0.4336 0.1929 0.2267
forest Gain 3.64 1.11 1.79 2.23 2.19

Local EDP 0.4030 0.4369 0.2000 0.3729
outlier Gain 4.28 1.12 1.85 3.67 2.73

Table 3: Seeding phase error detection precision and gain.

lected a subset of 20 instances for the seeding step.
This ensured that the initial training set would
have about the same standard level of errors as in
the rest of the corpus. The query phase selected
20 instances per iteration before retraining the ran-
dom forest model. These queries were answered
by an artificial annotator who had access to the
corresponding gold values. Each method was run
on the corpora 20 times to smooth out the variabil-
ity of the random aspects of some methods.

Table 4 shows the average error detection preci-
sion (EDP) for the complete set of experiments. It
is the ratio between the number of errors detected
(where silver and gold labels does not match) and
the total number of queried instances at a specific
point. A score of 1 would mean that the algorithm
only submitted errors to be reannotated by the ora-
cle. As the active learning process can be stopped
at any point, the recall score is not used as it would
imply that all errors should be submitted before
the end of the process.

The gain ratio is the error detection precision
divided by the corresponding corpus error rate.
Gain values lower than one mean a lower perfor-
mance than random selection. The EDP shown
was calculated after 200 annotations, meaning one
seed and 19 query iterations. This number was
choosen from real-world experiences, where an-
notators usually consider that some errors should
be encountered at that point, if any are to be found.

We can see that the proposed double centroid
method outperformed all the other approaches on
every corpus. Most methods did not perform well
on the WoS corpus, which incidentally had four
times the error rate of other corpus. The best
gain ratio of our method was when detecting POS
tagging errors on the FR-GSD and classification

Figure 1: Performances of querying methods on
the Reuters corpus.

errors on the Reuters corpora. Aside from dou-
ble centroid, most other methods performed at the
same level as the others, except for distance to cen-
troid on the Reuters corpus.

As seen on Figure 1, which shows all methods
applied to the classification task on the Reuters
corpus for a total of 1,000 instances annotated,
all methods seem to have a relatively stable slope.
The double centroid method loses some velocity
after hitting 220 instances. The other methods di-
verge near the end, but not very distinctively.

7 Analysis and Discussion

Looking at the slopes in Figure 1 at the start of
the process, we can see that they start at about
the same level of performance before settling into
their tendencies. This is mainly due to the fact that
the seed does not contain many instances about
different gold values to provide significant clus-
ters.

Why the performance drops on the WoS corpus
compared to Reuters or other corpora can be at-
tributed in part to the low expression power of the
vectorized feature set shown in Table 2. They pro-
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Method Measure Reuters WoS Sequoia French-GSD Average gain
Distance to EDP 0.1194 0.3954 0.1049 0.1196
centroid Gain 1.27 1.01 1.03 1.11 1.10

Cosine EDP 0.0974 0.3796 0.1198 0.1003
similarity Gain 1.04 0.97 1.18 0.93 1.03

Hierarchical EDP 0.1110 0.3943 0.1196 0.1079
clustering Gain 1.18 1.01 1.18 1.00 1.09

Margin EDP 0.1032 0.3937 0.1074 0.1057
query Gain 1.10 1.01 1.06 0.98 1.03

Double EDP 0.1982 0.4283 0.2499 0.1565
centroid Gain 2.11 1.09 2.46 1.45 1.78

Table 4: Query phase error detection precision and gain after 200 instances.

vided only two thirds of the performance on the
passive learning task compared to those produced
from the Reuters corpus. While pretrained word
embeddings could have been used, we wanted to
avoid the issue of unknown tokens when dealing
with specialized corpora.

In order to lower even more the effort of anno-
tators, the next logical step would be to validate
if the final prediction model was either as good
or better at predicting any type of instances on
the remaining corpus when compared to a stan-
dard, non-error detecting active learning process.
This would entail that an error detection model
could simply be used to annotate the remaining
instances, correcting more errors and minimizing
the creation of additional noise.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We experimented with active learning methods on
noisy corpora to lower the noise level, thus im-
proving the overall quality of the datasets. Our
proposed seeding method targeting error detection
provided a gain factor of 2.73 when compared
to the most used random seeding in active learn-
ing, while our double centroid method provided
a 61.82% increase for finding noisy annotations
when compared to baseline approaches used for
active learning.

While there is room for improvement, these re-
sults show the potential application of active learn-
ing for corpus annotation. The applicability on
two NLP tasks on different units (words or doc-
uments) shows a good adaptability of the tested
methods, as the use of two languages in the cor-
pora to avoid relying on language-specific tech-

niques.

One untested hypothesis is if these methods pro-
vide the same level of performance when applied
to corpora with human-generated noise instead of
tool-generated noise. We expect that noise level
might be lower in published and broadly used
datasets if reannotated with the original protocol.
This might influence the effectiveness of the tested
methods.

These approaches should be tested on a broader
set of natural language processing tasks, such
as sentiment analysis, information quality, rele-
vance identification, named entity classification,
etc. This would either help to further advance
the demonstration about the effectiveness of these
methods, or to develop new approaches to facili-
tate the task of reannotation.

Some influential aspects of active learning have
been left aside in this experiment as they did not
directly implicate human annotators, like the cog-
nitive charge of annotation correction for a human
agent. This requires not only to assess the context
of the existing annotation to deduce the correct an-
notation, but also to ponder, when the existing an-
notations differ, if they are not adding more noise.
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